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What was achieved, and what still needs work
The basic design is very good, and met
all the requirements:
• Better seakeeping
• More much needed lab space
• Working drop keel solution = better
hydroacoustics suite installation
• Much more silent running
• More deck space for containers etc.
• Better fuel efficiency
However, we still have many challenges:
• Marrying old systems to new can be very demanding…
• Changing original diesel mechanic/electric propulsion to new, completely
diesel electric required many new components, and enabling the original
Valmet power management system to speak with new Protagon system
has been challenging, to say the least…
• How to correctly control power requirements and power output in different
running modes (open water, ice navigation, DP) is still under adjustment
• Almost there, still require testing in demanding ice conditions
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How it went – question of project management

• The shipyard is a famous one, but had a totally new concept: an Umberella
organisation with a small staff and several subcontractors
• Also, this was a totally new kind of project, much more complicated than a
newbuild.
• The owner had a naval architect and three marine scientists as responsible
• Shipping company had lots of experience and skilled personnel, but their
help was restricted by rigid interpretation of aquisition rules by governmental
organisation’s economic administration
• Subsequently, project management was complicated:
• Shipyard was not in total control of subcontractors, resulting in mistakes and
delays
• Misundertandings between shipyard and owner over specifications – case
bow thruster
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How have we managed so far with the ”new” Aranda?

• Renovation/refit took 4-5 months longer than planned
• We became operational in Aug-Sept 2018, and have since
then completed all scheduled scientific cruises – for SYKE,
FMI, SMHI, LUKE
• After release, Aranda has also spent 15 weeks at the
shipyard for guarantee and back log work.
• We have received DNV-GL classification Special purpose
ship
• Problems and challenges solved one by one – e.g.
installation of hydroacoustic suite completed (MBES etc.)
• Next big steps: Polar Code classification, completing the
battery packages, and installation of fuel cell
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The way forward?
• Ministery of Environment set a very qualified liquidator to solve
•
•
•

•
•

the operational budget issues of Aranda
Report delivered in June, published in September 2019
Report accurately describes problems: diffused ownership, no
commitment to operate a national R/V, no specified annual
budget, and hence no long term planning
The liquidator proposed clear, economically reasonable and
doable solutions: current ownership should be SYKE alone, with
a long term contract (10y.) with a capable shipping company to
take care of all crewing and technical matters
Current situation unclear: Environment Administration unwilling
to commit to owner/operational responsibility
SYKE MRC most willing to continue: In addition to all normal
work, looking forward to participate in Eurofleets+ and ARICE
activities in coming years,
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What else? How can we establish the
importance of a national R/V?
• If there just is no Government money available, then turn to
business: Institutional/business co-operation projects
• Becoming a principal participant in a co-operation project
researching the actual effects of more environmentally friendly
marine technology, companies would emerge as trailblazer in
world maritime technology and fuel markets!
• Becoming a forerunner by turning something that is now seen as
a hindrance into new business advantage
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What could co-operation with
Aranda be, and what it could
offer?

Marine science in the Baltic and Polars seas
The hard nucleus of Finnish Marine science

Some key considerations:

Significant national research infrastructure!
Wide national and international use

Shopwindow for Finnish know-how in
Cold seas marine technology

Protection of marine environment is based on knowledge aquired
by research vessels

Favorite of general public –
Co-operation partners:
• Fuel producers
Very positive public image!
• Shipping companies
• Shipyards
• Maritime technology
• Research instrument manufacturers
Active in Int’l research vessel
communities
Internationall well known
Co-operation possibilities in
Polar/Blue Growth/Hi Tech development

Merits:
•
International co-operation (Sweden)
•
Domestic biofuel in operational use
•
Smaller CO2 footprint with biofuels
•
Very good design, now even better
•
Operational into 2030’es
•
Increasing int’l use

Reserach lab for Finnish environmental technology
Shopwindow for general Finnish technology know-how

Co-operation possibilities
• After the 2017-2018 refit, Aranda is a
very modern vessel, utilising biofuels,
hybrid technology, battery pack and
fuel cell for propulsion
• Instrumentation includes computerized
fuel consumption measuring system
and exhaust gas analysis; other
instrumentation and scientific analysis
capacity makes Aranda a high tech
platform for research into better fuel
economy, biofuels, lower emissions
and better, environment friendly
marine technology
• Maritime technology/Fuel producing
company as a sponsor of marine
research, developer of better and
more environmentally friendly marine
traffic
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We are afloat, engines are turning, we’re good to
go until 2030’es – now we just need to find out
where…

During the refit process, information gained at IRSO
and ERVO meetings has been of paramount
importance! Thank you all for that!
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